Supercell calculations of the geometry and lattice energy of α-glycine crystal.
Evidence about the presence of glycine in the interstellar medium (ISM) has been motivating studies aiming the understanding of the chemical behavior of this amino acid in such environment. Since glycine is expected to be predominantly found in the ISM in solid phase, this work focuses on the search for a theoretical methodology for obtaining a molecular cluster for α-glycine that provides a good description of the geometry of the unit cell and lattice energy. Calculations have been performed using the B3LYP-D3, PBE0-D3, and WB97X-D3 functionals, with def2-SVP, def2-TZVP, def2-TZVPP, and def2-QZVPP basis sets for two models: (a) the unit cell, containing 4 glycine units, and (b) the 2 × 1 × 2 expanded cell, with 16 glycine units. Corrections for the basis set superposition error have also been applied. No significant changes in geometries and lattice energy predictions from the different functionals and basis sets have been observed for each model. Nevertheless, results obtained for the larger molecular cluster are in better agreement with the experimental data. The best lattice energy prediction, obtained for the 2 × 1 × 2 supercell at the B3LYP-gCP-D3/def2-TZVPP level, is - 15.35 kcal mol-1, with a root mean square deviation of the predicted Cartesian coordinates of the inner molecules (with respect to the experimental α-glycine unit cell geometry) of 0.966 Å. This methodology is finally recommended for future studies of similar molecular cluster, and the predicted geometry is proposed for further studies aiming to describe glycine surface reactions in the ISM.